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Christmas Dinner
Meal Prep with a MasterChef

A talented MasterChef virtually invites us in his kitchen, where he will hold a 
cooking course from which the participants certainly have something to learn. 
Everyone who wants to have a real new culinary experience can enter the 
fascinating world of art cooking. In the proposed menu you will find dishes with 
special combinations of ingredients of the highest quality perfect to put on the 
Christmas table.

Together with the facilitator, we will prepare 3 dishes. Also we will find out the 
little tricks he uses in the kitchen to prepare the impeccable recipes that brought 
him the title of MasterChef.

Participants will receive by e-mail the recipe for the 3 dishes, so that they can 
procure their ingredients in order to to cook live with the facilitator.

The result of the workshop consists in making three recipes for the Christmas 
table, with simple ingredients surprisingly combined by the talented masterchef
who will host the activity.

1,5h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Workshop held by Alex Petricean
Alex Petricean is 32 years old and became
known by participating in "MasterChef" in the
first season. Currently, he is one of the most
appreciated chefs in Romania and has
opened his own restaurant (Noua). Wellbeing.ro



Christmas Cake
Easy Recipe with a Cake Maestro

Trifle is a delicate English dessert served especially at festive days like the
Christmas Meal. If you definitely want to pamper someone you have to prepare 
this incredible dessert.

This dessert has gained tremendous popularity in recent years. The reasons are 
many: it is made without baking, it is extremely tasty, it has different flavors and 
it is so easy to make that anyone can make it, no matter how unskilled it may be 
in the kitchen.

This Christmas we invite you to a workshop full of flavor, at the end of which you 
will pamper your family with something special!

*Each participant will receive the recipe for the workshop, so that they can easily 
procure the ingredients needed to cook the cake.

1,5h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site Wellbeing.ro



Sustainability
Wire Hangers Wreaths Workshop

Did you know that you can use old wire hangers to make wonderful 
door wreaths this Christmas? You will also need some old decorations, 
such as beads that you no longer use, bows and others. The end result
will be a wonderful and original wreath to put on the door.

At this workshop, the facilitator (plastic artist) will teach you how to 
recycle decorative objects that you no longer use, making a Christmas 
wreath for the door for which all your neighbors will envy you. ☺

1,5h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site Wellbeing.ro



PaintYour Own Christmas T-Shirt

We invite you to an online textile painting workshop, where you will
learn to give a new shape and color to a clothing accessory.

In this unique workshop, participants will relax learning to realistically
render a pattern on cotton, to apply colors correctly on textiles and to
creatively customize clothing items.

Participants will receive a complete kit at home: T-shirt, brushes, 
colors. During the workshop, the facilitator will teach participants how 
to easily make Christmas-specific draws. 

In the end, you won't even think that you painted the wonderful T-shirt 
you will wear on Christmas day.

1,5h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Home Delivered Kit
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A Different Magic Show
Stand-up Comedy and Illusionism with Magitot

We know you miss hanging out at comedy clubs packed with humour and laughter. 
Don’t worry, this Christmas we bring you home one of the most beloved comedians 
of the moment in Romania! 

Entertainer, theater and film actor, specialist in magic and illusionism - Marius 
Drăguș easily conquers any audience with his charisma and dynamism. His magic 
numbers are a mix between magic and stand-up comedy, being the first entertainer 
in Romania who managed to harmoniously combine these two fields.

After delighting the audience morning after morning in the show Neața cu Răzvan şi
Dani, Magitot made the iUmor jury laugh out loud with his magic numbers combined 
with stand-up comedy.

In 2019, Marius conquered the audience of the show Romanians have Talent, winning 
the originality award with his number from the final of the big show.

Marius' charisma and dynamism have brought him even more to the public's 
attention lately, being present weekly on entertainment shows.
We invite you to meet this unique character in an online stand-up comedy show!

1,5h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site Wellbeing.ro



Thank you
for trusting us!
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